
Program Overview                       



At a Glance

The MyHeroComics Cartooning Club (MHC) is an 
art and education program geared towards 
building art skills, supporting academic success, 
leadership development, and entrepreneurship.  

Love to Learn
MHC Cartooning Club members will learn art 
techniques through tutorials and study of master 
works. Members will also practice 
comprehension and composition by reading and 
analysing comic books, graphic novels, and 
manga. They will write about the stories they 
read, as well as learn to write and revise their 
own stories in script form. 

Learn to Lead
The MHC Cartooning Club is a largely 
youth-driven space. Each session is designed to 
allow and encourage members to lead 
discussions and activities. 

The MHC Cartooning Club is designed as a 3-year 
program. Each year members do a community 
research project that culminates in a 
self-published arts-ed activity book.   



3- Year Program Model                      

The MyHeroComics Cartooning Club has a  
3-year program model. 

Year One- Heroes
Club members will begin their MHC journey by 
exploring the topic of heroism. Throughout the 
year they will research and identify heroes in 
their communities, reflect on the traits of a hero, 
and design original hero characters. 

Year Two- Havens
Club members will continue their MHC journey 
by exploring the topic of havens. Throughout the 
year they will research and identify essential 
resources present or absent in and from their 
communities, reflect on the concept of safe 
space, and design hero bases that could act as 
shelters in times of crisis. 

Year Three- History
Club members will complete their MHC journey 
by exploring the topic of history. Throughout the 
year they will research and identify pivotal 
events that shaped their communities, reflect on 
the concept of perspective in storytelling, and 
reimagine these stories in comic form.



Daily Overview

6-4-6*

Screen Time*

Breaking Down Comics

Open Studio Time

Leadership Training*

MHC Club Daily Agenda                                                                                

Each session begins with a meeting where club members 
check in as a group and review goals for the day.

6-4-6 is a timed drawing activity focused on quick 
thinking, problem-solving, and composition. This activity 
encourages members to flex their creativity. 

Club members are presented with tutorials and 
vocabulary on specific art techniques. As the sessions 
progress, past tutorials remain available for members to 
refer back to.

During this segment club members enjoy and analyse a 
masterworks (animated or illustrated) and respond to a 
series of questions in discussion form. 

Club members use this time to work independently on 
current objectives. They can also use this time to read 
age-appropriate comics, graphic novels, and manga.  
This is where most of the end-of-year project material is 
created. 

Before closing club members are alloted time to 
showcase new material or lead mini tutorials of their 
own.

*Members are trained to lead sections of each class.



MHC Fall Semester                                                                                

Finding Heroes: Part 1 
● members familiarize themselves with the club 

routines and club expectations
● members learn the basic elements of cartooning

Finding Heroes: Part 2 
● members begin to plan and lead segments of each 

class
● members continue building on their 

understanding of cartooning and drawing 
techniques

● members discuss and explore heroic traits and 
what it means to be a hero is someone’s eyes

Finding Heroes: Part 3 
● members actively take ownership of class agenda
● members begin designing original characters
● members complete a research project identifying a 

hero in their lives

October

November

December

Below is a brief outline of the MyHeroComics Cartooning Club fall semester for year one of the program. 
Year one of the program is broken into three modules: 

1. Finding Heroes
2. Becoming Heroes
3. Heroes in Action

Each module is scaffolded to build members drawing, writing, and leadership skills, as we steadily create content 
for the end-of-year, self-published art-ed activity book. 



MHC Book Sample                                                                                

Each book will allow the reader to explore 
the topic of each book, read the views of 
club members, and write in their own 
opinions on the matter.  

Each book will be filled with art tutorials 
and dedicated pages to practice newly 
acquired drawing and drafting skills.   

Towards the end of each book readers will 
be given drawing and writing prompts to 
aid them in continuing to explore and 
create far beyond the pages of the book 
itself.   


